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Abstract. There are considered the tasks of computer simulation of 
moldboard's surface in the article. The proposed solution is required in 
educational, research, and production processes. The researches were 
carried out using the constructive geometric modeling methods and 
systems. Objects of computer simulation were chosen the computer models 
of a directory curve, generative lines, and a frontal contour which are 
elements of the working surface. The geometric models of working surface 
elements developed based on research results were implemented in 
AutoCAD and SIMPLEX systems. The proposed simulation models can 
reduce the design period, simplify the geometric parameters' setting and 
facilitate the work of designers. 

1 Introduction 

It is important to conduct engineering design based on information and communication 
technologies in a digital economy by using geometric modeling methods and systems. This 
is especially in demand in the process of designing complex technical surfaces, such as 
moldboards. Moldboards are one of the most common use and very geometrical complexity 
working organs of agricultural machines. Therefore, their geometric complexity requires 
developing the geometric models and algorithms for its implementation in computer-aided 
design systems, which is an urgent task for specialists. Many research and development 
projects have been proposed to develop moldboards, and several models and methods have 
been developed. In particular, they are considered fundamental in the following scientists' 
works: V.P.Goryachkin, L.V.Gachev, G.N.Sineokov, I.M.Panov, and others [1-4]. In 
Uzbekistan, the issue was partially handled by R.I.Baymetov, A.T.Tuhtaquziev, 
F.M.Mamatov [5], etc. In these works, traditionally, problems were solved based on 
analytical and experimental methods. However, the analysis of the essential parameters of 
working surfaces shows that many of these problems in nature are geometric, and use the 
geometric modeling methods in solving these problems gives effective results thanks to the 
work of geometric scientists S.M.Kolotov, N.F.Chetverukhin, V.E.Mikhailenko, 
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S.A.Frolov, K.I.Valkov, V.S.Obukhova, D.V.Voloshinov, D.F.Kuchkarova, Sh.K.Muradov 
and others have been developed geometric models, algorithms, and methods for various 
engineering research areas. However, these developments are almost not used in research 
the working surfaces. If we consider that such developments are necessary for the 
application of computer-aided design, then the importance of this issue will become even 
clearer. The use of modern synthetic methods makes it much easier to solve these problems, 
its simplicity, and accessibility and significantly reduces the time, labor, and material costs 
for their solution, which is confirmed by the wide use of these methods [6-16]. The analysis 
carried out in subordinate design studios (for example, Main Specializing Design Studio 
"AgriMach") and research institutions (for example, Research Institute of Agriculture 
Mechanization "UzMEI," as well as at agricultural machinery enterprises (for example 
"ChirchiqAgriMach") in Uzbekistan, which are directly related to this problem, shows that 
the issues of developing moldboards based on computer modeling, taking into account the 
conditions of modern production, has not been sufficiently studied. The study aims to 
develop a computer modeling methodology for the development of moldboard type 
working organs by geometric modeling method [17-21]. 

2 Materials and Methods 
As it is known, depending on the type of plowing performed and improving the technical 
and technological parameters of the moldboard and agricultural processing, the problem of 
choosing an optimal cross-section shape of the soil layer is solved. The developed 
geometric model of the soil layer wrapping scheme (Figure 1) clearly demonstrates that the 
shape and size of its cross-section, as input geometric data, are decisive in solving the 
problem under consideration, which confirms the importance of this model. However, when 
changing the geometric parameters, the solution of this problem using such a model, which 
is stationary, will become more difficult, since changing the shape of the cross-section will 
entail changing the parameters of the arable land and the moldboard, in which it is difficult 
to track changes in all parameters. In such cases, the model developed in the AutoCAD 
system can be exported to other computer modeling systems for conducting virtual 
research. Among such systems, it is necessary to distinguish the constructive geometric 
modeling system - SIMPLEX, which, as a "geometric machine," will allow us to easily 
explore objects by using geometric models based on geometric algorithms [19-20,24]. As 
noted above, the change in the shape of the cross-section of the formation occurs due to 
cutting the formation by various working organs: ploughshare, field sawn-off blade, pre-
plough, angle grinder, various knives, etc. Therefore, the considered technological process, 
with the working bodies used in it as a complex system under study, has many relationships 
between the geometric parameters and technical and technological parameters associated 
with cutting. A reasonable choice of geometric parameters of these sections will have a 
positive impact not only on the technical and technological parameters of plowing, but also 
on the moldboard. The main relationships between the geometric parameters of the cut with 
the technical and technological parameters of the moldboard and the technological process 
were discussed in the corresponding author's works where were developed the static 
models. Naturally, the determination and justification of numerical values for specific 
relationships and parameters are performed by appropriate specialists based on field-
experimental studies since these tasks go beyond the tasks of geometric modeling of the 
object under study. However, it is important to emphasize that the main input parameters of 
these sections in the cross-section of the soil layer are geometric parameters. Therefore, the 
development of a dynamic model for selecting geometric parameters of cross-sections will 
allow and facilitate the work of experts on the justification of parameters. 
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Let's consider the problem of developing a dynamical geometric model of the optimized 
cross-section shape of the soil layer in the SIMPLEX system. It is known that the rectangle, 
as the main section of the soil monolith, is the base shape, so let's consider setting the 
geometric parameters of additional sections (Figure 1). To illustrate the advantages of this 
system, we will slightly complicate the building by changing the geometric parameters of 
the cross-section shape proposed in the corresponding author's works. Based on the 
conditions of geometric modeling, we divide these parameters into three categories: those 
related to the shape, position, and size of slices. To make the model universal, we first 
select general conditions for cutting by categories of geometric parameters. Let's 
distinguish the shape of the cut: along the cut line as a straight, curve, or combined 
(polyline), and according to the results of the cut as convex or concave, which will give 
them a single conditional definition of the start and endpoints of the cut. Visible position 
and, accordingly, the number cross-section on the sides of the rectangle are without cross-
sections, cutting to the intersection of the sides and one or more concave cross-sections 
around. We distinguish the size of the cross-sections by the starting, ending, and 
intermediate points that connect the cross-sections. Under these conditions, we can set 
various options for slicing. 

 

 
Fig.1. Giving the soil layer's cross-section 

3 Results and Discussions  

As an example, we can modeling a variant for setting cross-sections at the corners of the 
intersection of the sides of the rectangle ABCD, sizes a and b, discussed in the 
corresponding author works. Give cross-section D1C1 which called "lower ground cross," 
with the following parameters: 1) direct cross with convex shape; 2) is located on the 
intersection of the bottom and right sides; 3) cross with the starting point D1 as the length of 
the cutting belonging to the segment AD, parameter, affiliation C5, and the endpoint C1 as 
the height of the cutting belonging to the segment CD, with affiliation parameter C4 (Figure 
2). The same geometric conditions are set for sections C2B2 and A1B1 with the 
technological names "upper field cut for weeding" and "upper furrow cut for reservoir 
turnover." When cutting the upper corners simultaneously with one working body, the 
parameter belonging to C1 for points A1 and C2 is common as a technological condition. Set 
reference point of rotation O1 belonging to the side AB and the parameter C4 is equal to 
affiliation option affiliation point C1, as the top point of uncut formed in by front running 
moldboard is a supporting point of rotation of the reservoir cut away the ass going. 
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Fig.2. Dynamic model the cross-section cuttings in SIMPLEX. 

Although specialists choose the final numerical values of the cutting parameters, their 
justification based on experimental studies, the current model will allow us to visually 
consider various options for the contour as a virtual test and select the necessary limits of 
values, controlling the parameters of the contour. By setting parameters by multiple 
relationship matching, we can consider various options for obtaining a cut; for example, 
consider a virtual study of the parameter "Depth of upper furrow cut" A1B1 (Figure 3). Set 
the value C1= (BA1/VA) in the range from 0.1 to 0.5 with an interval of 5, respectively, 
changing all the "simple" matches associated with the point A1 to "multiple." 

 

 
Fig.3. Virtual investigation of the output parameters of cross-section cuttings 

In many engineering problems, determining the center of gravity of the object under 
study is solved [1-16], [23]. Studies conducted on this problem also show that one of the 
parameters to be determined for a given cross-section of the formation is the position of the 
center of gravity of its contour, especially when choosing different options for changing the 
contour, since this leads to a change in the position of the center of gravity, respectively. As 
it knows, according to the provisions of mechanics, the gravity vector is applied to the 
center of gravity, and it is always directed vertically. In this problem, this vector also 
determines the angle of withdrawal of the formation from the equilibrium position towards 
the furrow. Therefore, according to agrotechnical requirements, from the condition of not 
tipping the fallen layer of soil back into the furrow, it is necessary to wrap this layer at least 
until it leaves this position. Analysis of various forms of a cross-section of the formation 
(Figure 1) shows how changing the parameters of the section shape through various cutting 
options leads to a change in the position of the contour and the gravity vector. Moving the 
position of the center of gravity of the formation towards the arable land and reducing the 
angle of inclination of the balanced position of the contour allows us to reduce the rotation 
angle of the formation and, accordingly, reduce the force on its fall off. In the SIMPLEX 
system, the center of gravity is automatically determined by the "Barycenter" tool by 
setting the set of points that make up the contour (Figure 4). 
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Fig. 4. Determining the center of gravity of a cross-section contour 

To determine the line of a frontal contour of the blade: top, field, and furrow rifles, bind 
respectively to the lines of the trajectory of the upper point and the field side of the wrap 
seam, and corner of not scoring will fall off of the reservoir (Figure 5). If necessary, they 
can also be set as equidistant to these lines for the required distance. For ease of using the 
contour, parallel transfer to the vector v1, create an image of it, for which these lines are 
the prototype. 

 

 
Fig.5. Determining the front contour lines of the moldboard. 

4 Conclusions 
The development of dynamic models in THE simplex structural geometric modeling system 
will allow you to visually and dynamically change geometric parameters, which will 
facilitate further development tasks, such as engineering calculation of dumps in CAE 
systems. Implementation of the developed geometric models and algorithms in the 
SIMPLEX system allows conducting virtual experiments on geometric parameters in 
conjunction with technical and technological characteristics, which shows the advantages 
and prospects of its use. In contrast to traditional design, where each project is implemented 
one-time, computer modeling has a reusable character, allowing one project to consider 
many options. 
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